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Remembering
Bob Dyson
ARCHAEOLOGIST, TEACHER, DIRECTOR

RECONSTRUCTING A NEANDERTAL • NASKAPI VISITORS • NEWS FROM THE MUSEUM

WELCOME TO THE
PENN MUSEUM AT HOME.
At a time when we are connecting to one another from a
distance, the Museum invites you to travel the world and
explore our galleries and resources from your own home.
Virtual programs and experiences for all ages expand
the possibilities for creativity, learning, and fun.
Visit us at www.penn.museum/athome.
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In early 2020, the Museum hosted Indigenous Naskapi visitors
from Canada.
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PENN MUSEUM 3260 South Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6324
Tel: 215.898.4000 | www.penn.museum
Hours
Tuesday–Sunday:
10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Open until 8:00 pm on first
Wednesdays. Closed Mondays
and major holidays.
Admission
Penn Museum members: Free;
PennCard holders (Penn faculty, staff,
and students): Free; Active US military
personnel with ID: Free; K-12 teachers
with school ID: Free; Adults: $18.00;
Seniors $16.00; Children (6-17) and
students with ID: $13.00; Children 5
and under: Free

Museum Reopening
We are planning for the Museum’s
reopening, with all necessary safety
protocols and guidelines in place,
including hand sanitizer stations,
timed tickets, and Members-only
hours. Stay tuned for updates in
the e-newsletter and on our website.
Museum Library
Open to the general public with ID.
Call 215.898.4021 for information
and hours.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Working Remotely

T

he Summer 2020 issue of Expedition was edited and designed
entirely in our homes. Thanks to Remy, Alyssa, Alex, Page,
authors of the articles, and all those who contributed
content. Thanks also to our printer, CRW Graphics, who continued
to work with a reduced crew. I hope by the time you read this we
are safely back at work at the Museum. If not, we will continue
to produce the magazine
remotely, and you can be
assured that you will receive
the Fall 2020 special expanded
issue on Philadelphia Gardens.
Robert Dyson, Williams
Director of the Museum from
1982 to 1994, was a remarkable
man. When he passed away in
February, we asked his former
Photo by
students and colleagues to
Michael Furlong.
send us memories and photos
of Bob. Reading the reminiscences sent to Expedition confirmed
the affection and respect with which he was regarded. Dyson, a
renowned Near Eastern archaeologist, is perhaps most remembered
for his groundbreaking excavations at Hasanlu in Iran, which
are featured in our Middle East Galleries. Over the 40 years he
taught at Penn, he trained many students who went on to esteemed
professorships and to run their own excavations. A mentor and
friend to many, Bob lived a full life, and we were lucky to have
had him as our director.
Two other articles are included in this issue: the fascinating
story of the forensic reconstruction of a Neandertal head which
is now displayed in the Sphinx Gallery, and a visit to the Museum
by members of the Naskapi Nation of Canada. As always, look
through this issue for news of the Museum and short pieces
such as Research Notes, Field Trip, Sneak Peek, and In the Labs.
And please write to let us know the stories you would like to see
in your magazine.
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Expedition® (ISSN 0014-4738) is published three
times a year by the Penn Museum. Editorial
inquiries should be addressed to the Editor at
jhickman@upenn.edu. Inquiries regarding delivery
of Expedition should be directed to membership@
pennmuseum.org. Unless otherwise noted, all
images are courtesy of the Penn Museum.

IN THE LABS

Teaching Geophysical Survey
BY JASON T. HERRMANN

IN THE FALL OF 2019, the Center for the Analysis of
Archaeological Materials (CAAM) Digital Archaeology
Lab acquired three new instruments for mapping
surface and subsurface features: a pair of survey-grade
GPS antennae capable of recording three-dimensional
locations with one-centimeter accuracy, a magnetic
gradiometer that measures fine variation in the intensity
of local magnetic fields as they are affected by materials
below the surface of the earth, and an earth resistance
meter to map changes in soils by measuring how
easily an electrical current passes through them. The
magnetic gradiometer and the earth resistance meter
are two of a number of instruments used in geophysical
survey, now a common part of archaeological field
research, in which investigators measure the physical
properties of materials in the near subsurface to create
a map of underground deposits. Maps created through
geophysical survey can be used to inform excavations
or be used to understand the arrangement of buried
archaeological and geological features without excavation.
Geophysical survey as a method has a long history
at the Penn Museum. Elizabeth K. Ralph, Ph.D.,

above, top: Anthropology major Taré Floyd works with the magnetic
gradiometer at The Woodlands. bottom: Art and Archaeology of the
Mediterranean World M.A. student Kacie Alaga uses Penn Libraries’
Artec Leo structured light scanner to create a three-dimensional
model of a monument at The Woodlands.

former director of the Museum Applied Science Center
for Archaeology (MASCA), was a pioneer in the use of
geophysics in archaeological investigations, having led
dozens of surveys at sites across five continents from
the 1960s through the 1980s. Data from these surveys
are preserved as handwritten numerical data in field
notebooks and as hand-drawn maps in reports held in
the Museum Archives. Students in the Spring 2020 class
“Geophysical Prospection for Archaeology” explored
and digitized these data to become acquainted with
digital data structures, using software funded by the
Price Lab for Digital Humanities.
Much of the research and training in the Digital
Archaeology Laboratory during the 2019–2020
A page from Elizabeth Ralph’s 1963 field notebook includes
magnetometer readings from Sybaris, Italy.
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academic year focused on archaeological applications
of geophysics as a way to approach the development of
archaeological landscapes and to practice integrating a
variety of digital mapping techniques. Students had the
opportunity to gain experience with these instruments
at The Woodlands in Philadelphia, where we used these
instruments to find the location of important structures
associated with William Hamilton’s mansion and
reconstruct the early 19th-century built environment of
this site. The surrounding landscape and above-ground
features were also recorded, some with the GPS system
and a laser theodolite, others using aerial photographs
taken with CAAM’s UAV (drone) and a handheld
scanner provided by the Penn Libraries, to create threedimensional models of monuments at The Woodlands.
CAAM will expand geophysical surveys for teaching and
research at The Woodlands and other historical sites in
greater Philadelphia over the coming years.
We were also able to conduct geophysical survey
farther afield. In spring 2020, students in the class had
the opportunity to travel to Spain to map subsurface
features at Siete Arroyos, an Iberian Bronze Age site
(2200–1300 BCE) recently discovered on a promontory
overlooking the Guadalquivir River, approximately 20
kilometers north of Seville. This trip, made possible
by the Kowalski Family Digital Archaeology Teaching
Endowment and the Penn Year of Data, contributes to
the larger project “Landscape Use and Sociocultural
Change in the Southern Iberian Peninsula” based at
the University of Tübingen, Germany, and funded by
the German Research Foundation (DFG SFB 1070).
In this project, the team from CAAM worked with an
international group from Germany, Spain, and elsewhere
to initiate scientific investigations and develop plans for
a multi-year project in the surrounding landscape.
Jason T. Herrmann, Ph.D., is the Kowalski Family Teaching
Specialist for Digital Archaeology in CAAM.

on this page, top: Classical Studies major RJ Hakes uses the magnetic
gradiometer to map buried features at Siete Arroyos, Spain. Photo
courtesy of Katherine Gamba Torres. middle: Ihintza Ruiz and Jason
Herrmann prepare the resistance meter for survey at the Siete Arroyos
Site, Spain. Photo courtesy of Marta Díaz-Zorita Bonilla bottom: Ihintza
Ruiz and Jessica Watson collect earth resistance data at Siete Arroyos
while archaeologists from the University of Tübingen excavate in the
background. Photo courtesy of Marta Díaz-Zorita Bonilla.
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EXPEDITION
GOES DIGITAL!
Enjoy your magazine in your preferred
format: Expedition is now available as
a digital magazine.
And, as always, members access it first!

